Money on the Table:
The Economic Cost of Ending DACA
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) provides employment authorization, e.g. the ability to lawfully work in the United States, and protection from deportation for undocumented immigrants who entered the United States before the age of 16 and meet other requirements. Through June of 2016, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) has granted DACA to 741,546 individuals. DACA represents an immense success in the context of immigration policy, building the foundation for young immigrants to put their skills and education to better use for themselves, their families, and the American economy. Eighty-seven percent, or 645,145 of DACA recipients are currently employed with businesses in the United States. Through this employment, DACA has also broadened the payroll tax base, dramatically increasing Social Security and Medicare contributions.

DACA recipients bring a variety of educational and professional backgrounds to a wide spectrum of industries, from educators and community service providers to retail, manufacturing and hospitality workers. With DACA, many individuals have gotten their first job; contributed greater amounts in state, local, and federal taxes; increased their educational attainment; supported their families; and obtained state identification and driver’s licenses.

Yet these boosts to our nation’s income are at risk of being cut as early as next month. President-elect Trump has promised to end DACA, which would lead to the immediate unemployment of the 645,145 DACA recipients who are currently employed. This massive unemployment would lead businesses and employers to incur turnover costs, e.g. costs associated with termination and potential replacement of an employee, of at least $3.4 billion.

In the tax context, ending DACA would reduce Social Security and Medicare tax contributions by $24.6 billion over a decade, half of which would have been paid by employers. Of these contributions, the reduction in Social Security contributions would be $19.9 billion, while the reduction to Medicare contributions would be $4.6 billion.

From an economic perspective, the incoming Administration would be wise to leave DACA fully intact. Our nation is significantly better off when our economy is driven by a healthy and robust workforce that is able to keep pace with industry demand. The billions of dollars in tax contributions resulting from the program should be reinvested in our nation’s workers and retirees, not left on the table.

As the President-elect gears up to prepare his fiscal policy, one thing is clear: ending DACA is bad for business and bad for American workers.
II. INTRODUCTION

As one of his first post-inauguration actions, President-elect Trump has promised to end President Obama’s executive actions on immigration, including Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals or DACA. Originally announced on June 15, 2012, DACA represents a prosecutorial discretion initiative that provides employment authorization and protection from deportation for certain young adults who entered the age before the age of 16 and meet other, stringent requirements. Over 741,546 undocumented immigrants currently hold DACA, all of whom are at risk of losing their employment authorization and being targeted for deportation when President-elect Trump takes office on January 20, 2017. The Center of American Progress estimates that ending DACA would reduce the nation’s GDP by $433.4 billion over a decade. This brief expands on those findings and provides estimates on the negative impact on certain payroll tax revenues and increased replacement and retraining costs for employers, or turnover costs.

This policy brief synthesizes existing research—including a comprehensive survey conducted by political scientist Tom K. Wong, Center for American Progress, United We Dream, and National Immigration Law Center (“Professor Wong’s study”); federal tax law; the Federal Income Contributions Act; and studies regarding turnover cost—to calculate the economic impact of ending DACA in two key areas: (a) Social Security and Medicare revenues and (b) employer turnover costs. The policy brief concludes that ending DACA would have a significantly negative economic impact in these areas, shrinking the tax base, and imposing unneeded and burdensome turnover costs on employers.

III. METHODOLOGY

As of June 30, 2016, USCIS granted DACA to 741,546 individuals. Professor Wong’s study surveyed over 1,000 DACA recipients and concluded that 87% were employed, with the average hourly wage being $13.96. According to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, the average number of hours worked by employees in the United States is 1,790. Consequently, to calculate the average yearly wage for a DACA recipient, we multiply $13.96 by 1,790, yielding $24,988.40. To calculate the number of DACA Recipients who are actually employed, we multiply 87% by 741,546 and obtain 645,145.

This report assumes that the DACA population would not increase over the course of a decade. The Migration Policy Institute, however, estimates the total potentially eligible population for DACA at 1.9 million individuals.
Due to the uncertainty of DACA’s continued existence and future application rates, this brief does not attempt
to estimate the number of individuals who could potentially obtain DACA in the future and the associated
economic impact of subsequently revoking DACA for those individuals. Additionally, USCIS’ data regarding the
total number of DACA recipients are from June of 2016, but since then, USCIS has likely approved tens of
thousands additional DACA requests, e.g. in June USCIS had over 40,000 pending requests for initial DACA
alone. However, as the June 2016 data represents the most recent data release by USCIS, this report uses
those numbers. In light of these two limitations, the estimates in this report likely undercount the true economic
impact of ending DACA.

A. MEDICARE AND SOCIAL SECURITY CALCULATIONS

The Federal Insurance Contributions Act (FICA) is a federal employment tax that requires contributions from
both employers and employees to fund the Social Security and Medicare trust funds. Both of these trust funds
require contributions from workers to fund current, outstanding obligations to individuals who are eligible to
receive benefits.

The withholding rate for Social Security is 6.2% for employees and 6.2% for employers, for a total of 12.4%.
The withholding rate for Medicare is 1.45% for employees and 1.45% for employers, for a total of 2.9%.
Social Security tax is only applied to a certain amount of wages each year, for example, in 2016, that limit
was $118,500. Additionally, for Medicare, employers must withhold an additional 0.9% on wages in excess
of $200,000. As the average yearly wage for DACA recipients is $24,988.40, we do not incorporate the
$118,500 limit or additional withholding requirements into our calculations.

To obtain the amount the average DACA employee and employer contributes in Social Security taxes per year,
we multiply $24,988.40 (the average yearly wage) by 12.4% (the total Social Security tax rate), which yields
$3,098.56. To obtain the amount all DACA employees and employers contribute to Social Security taxes per
year, we multiply $3,098.56 by 645,145 (the number of DACA recipients employed), yielding $1,999,021,585.40. To obtain the total amount contributed through Social Security taxes over a decade, we multiply $1,999,021,585.40 by 10, yielding $19,990,215,854.03 or $19.9 billion. By dividing $19,990,215,854.03 by half, we obtain $9,995,107,927.02, which represents both the DACA employer and employee contribution over a decade.

To obtain the amount the average DACA employee and employer contribute to Medicare taxes per year, we
multiply $24,988.40 (the average yearly wage) by 2.9% (the total Medicare tax rate), which yields $724.66. To obtain the amount all average DACA employees and employers contribute to Medicare taxes per year,
we multiply $724.66 by 645,145 (the number of DACA recipients employed), yielding $467,513,112.72. To obtain the total amount contributed to Medicare taxes over a decade, we multiply $467,513,112.72 by 10, yielding $4,675,131,127.15 or $4.6 billion. By dividing $4,675,131,127.15 by half, we obtain $2,337,565,563.58, which represents both the DACA employer and employee Medicare contribution over a decade.

Combining $19,990,215,854.03 (DACA employer and employee Social Security contribution over ten years) and $4,675,131,127.15 (DACA employer and employee Medicare contribution over ten years) yields $24,665,346,981.19 or $24.6 billion, the total amount of FICA contributions over a decade by DACA employers and employees.

**B. TURNOVER COST CALCULATION**

The end of DACA would mean that the 645,145 DACA recipients who are employed would lose their employment authorization—which allows lawful employment in the United States. Consequently, employers would have to lay off these individuals and incur turnover costs. Employers incur a variety of turnover costs when an employee leaves a position, costs compounded when that employer must replace the absent employee. These costs can include the cost to temporarily cover an employee’s responsibilities, replacement costs (such as searching, interviewing, and hiring replacement candidates), training costs of new employees, and more. Analyzing a variety of case studies, the Center for American Progress estimates that the cost of turnover is approximately 21.4% of an employee’s yearly salary.

To obtain the turnover cost for the massive lay-off of close to three quarter of a million DACA employees, we multiply $24,988.40 (the average yearly salary of a DACA recipient) by 645,145 to obtain $16,121,141,817.77. We then multiply $16,121,141,817.77 by 21.4% (the turnover cost) to yield $3,449,924,349.00 or $3.4 billion, the total turnover cost for the wholesale lay-off of the entire employed DACA population.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

The costs of ending DACA are immense, not only the personal costs to nearly one million individuals and their families, but also to our country’s economic engine. President-elect Trump prides himself on his business prowess. As such, the continued existence of DACA represents one of the President-elect’s first major economic tests. The failure of this test would undoubtedly lead to significant, unnecessary costs to our nation’s businesses and the undermining of the Social Security and Medicare trust funds. DACA represents a good deal for our nation, and President-elect Trump would be wise to continue what amounts to one our nation’s most successful immigration and economic policies.
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